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1. POLICY PURPOSE

Glendale Water & Power (GWP) is in the business of generation, transmission, 
and distribution of electricity for the benefit of the City of Glendale.  One of 
GWP’s main objectives is to procure reliable and sustainable power for its 
customers at stable and predictable rates while optimizing existing and local 
resources.  This Energy Risk Management Policy (the Policy) is designed to 
establish the framework for GWP to manage the risks that are inherent in the 
wholesale energy operations and markets it participates in.  

The purpose of this Policy is to formally establish an energy risk management 
program and document the organizational structure (Figure 3.1) utilized by GWP 
to meet the electricity needs of its customers and provide approved guidelines for 
GWP to plan, execute, and control the management of a variety of risks 
associated with energy portfolio activities.  The purpose of this Policy is also to 
formalize the policies of GWP regarding managing its energy risks.  Accordingly, 
this Policy will set forth GWP’s:

 risk management objectives;
 risk governance structure and responsibilities; 
 scope of business activities governed by this Policy; and
 list of associated guidelines, policy documents, and registry.

GWP intends that energy risk management will support the advancement of its 
strategic business plan and will properly manage its business and financial risks 
through:

 prudent oversight;
 adequate mitigation of energy risks consistent with GWP’s defined risk 

registry and tolerance; and
 sufficient internal controls and procedures.

Managing the energy risks of GWP entails the coordination of resources and 
activities among all departments within GWP and within the City of Glendale 
(CoG) governance structure.
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2. RISK MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

2.1 GWP BUSINESS OBJECTIVES

An effective energy risk management policy better equips a utility to achieve its 
energy portfolio objectives.  This Policy is focused on helping GWP achieve 
these business objectives:

 Provide reliable, sustainable power to retail customers;
 Manage the energy portfolio to stabilize rates;
 Comply with mandatory renewable and clean energy standards and other 

regulatory requirements;
 Provide renewable and clean energy while reducing carbon and other 

emissions;  
 Allow for hedging to protect against adverse changes in energy market 

prices and mitigate the risk to customers of significant rate increases and 
budget shortfalls;

 Allow for providing price and risk differentiated energy products to 
customers as appropriate; 

 Optimize GWP’s existing energy portfolio resources; and
 Protect GWP’s systems, communications, and data against risks 

associated with cybersecurity.  

2.2 GWP RISK MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

The primary goal of this Policy and resulting risk management activities is to 
strengthen GWP’s ability to provide reliable, sustainable power to its retail 
customers at stable, predictable rates while managing risks and complying with 
mandatory regulatory requirements.  This goal is best achieved by enabling GWP 
to transact in different energy commodity markets while monitoring, minimizing, 
and mitigating associated risks.

Other goals of risk management activities are to:

 Maintain risks within desired tolerances for a defined period in the future;
 Enhance the value of GWP’s assets/resources;
 Participate in commodity markets and derivative instruments for hedging 

and not speculative purposes;
 Develop a risk management culture and support GWP’s ongoing strategic 

planning process;
 Manage a portfolio of physical and financial positions to help stabilize the 

cost of energy with associated risks while maintaining reliable energy 
supplies for customers and meeting regulatory requirements;

 Identify, quantify, and monitor market and regulatory risks;
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 Monitor trading activity to identify and report if policy violations occur and if 
authority limits are exceeded without proper approval;

 Work within the existing organizational structure to implement the Policy;
 Remain flexible to accommodate changing needs of GWP’s energy 

portfolio while maintaining control of the overall risk position; and
 Operate a disciplined program to manage budget, cash flows, margining, 

and transaction execution.

3. ORGANIZATION & GOVERNANCE

Risk governance will follow a top-down approach whereby the GWP Energy Risk 
Management Committee (ERMC) identifies GWP’s energy risk management 
objectives and provides energy risk management oversight, consistent with the 
rates, annual budget, policies, and transaction authorities that are all periodically 
adopted by the City Council.  Supporting controls, policies, and procedures will 
be implemented and aligned throughout the risk governance structure, with 
distinct roles and responsibilities that result in an energy risk controlled 
environment.  Governance and controls include the organizational structure, 
policies, reporting processes, and procedures that support GWP’s business 
models, risk tolerances, energy supply objectives, and appropriately segregate 
responsibilities.

The following sections identify and describe the levels within the organization 
with oversight and direct responsibility for the implementation of this Policy and 
the resulting program.

ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES

The following organizational chart illustrates the roles and functions responsible 
for the implementation of risk management activities within this Policy.  Also, it 
identifies the appropriate segregation of duties within GWP for the primary 
functions that manage energy commodities:
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3.1 CITY COUNCIL

The City of Glendale City Council shall:

 Adopt an electric utility annual budget;
 Review and approve retail electric customer rate changes;
 Review and approve changes to the GWP Electric System Cash Reserve 

Policy;
 Approve transaction authorities for the City Manager and the GWP General 

Manager established according to the Trading Authority Policy; 
 Approve recommended changes to the Energy Risk Management Policy 

that establishes an overall framework for evaluation, management, and 
control of energy risk for GWP.

3.2 CITY MANAGER

The City Manager is responsible for providing the oversight of and support for 
GWP’s energy risk management philosophies and principles.  The City Manager 
shall:

 Establish scope and frequency of any GWP management reporting to the 
City Council;

 Periodically review energy risk exposures and compliance with policies and 
procedures;

 Discuss GWP’s energy risk exposures and the steps GWP management 
has taken or will take to mitigate, control, and monitor such exposures, as 
documented in GWP’s Risk Registry; 

 Require adequate management involvement, financial controls, and 
systems to monitor, report, and ensure the integrity of this Policy at all 
levels;

 Periodically review this Policy and the related policies as defined in Section 
5, and recommend changes proposed by the GWP ERMC to the City 
Council and/or such other changes as the City Manager deems advisable; 
and

 Approve a Trading Authority Delegation reflecting delegation of trading 
authority and limits.  Periodically review the Trading Authority Delegation 
and recommend proposed revisions, as needed; and

 Serve on the ERMC.
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3.3 GWP GENERAL MANAGER

The GWP General Manager is responsible for the overall direction, structure, 
conduct, control, mitigation, reporting, and enforcement of GWP’s risk 
management activities.  The GWP General Manager shall:

 Establish a risk management culture throughout the organization;
 Periodically assess the adequacy and functioning of the system of controls 

over market, credit, and operational risks;
 Ensure that all energy risk control activities (e.g., position monitoring, 

portfolio assessment, credit) are independent of energy purchases and 
sales;

 Approve a Trading Authority Delegation reflecting delegation of trading 
authority and limits.  At a minimum, annually review the Trading Authority 
Delegation and revise, as needed;

 Report to the City Manager on GWP’s energy risk management activities, 
achievements, and goals;

 Annually review with the ERMC and assure compliance with the Energy 
Risk Management Policy and related policies, as defined in Section 5;

 Review with the GWP ERMC on GWP’s compliance with its energy risk 
policies and energy risk management in accordance with the policies;

 Periodically report, to the City Manager, the risk profile of GWP’s energy 
portfolio and on the results of energy risk management activities;

 Have authority to transact within the limits set by the City Council in the 
Trading Authority Policy;

 Approve proper organization, separation, or consolidation of functional 
activities;

 Ensure that the identification and quantification of energy risks and related 
energy risk mitigation strategies, as documented in GWP’s Risk Registry, 
are integrated into the GWP strategic planning process; and 

 Establish and maintain an effective working relationship with associated 
energy service providers; and

 Serve on the ERMC. 
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3.4 GWP ENERGY RISK MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE (ERMC)

The GWP ERMC has the responsibility for managing the target energy risk 
profiles and leading GWP’s energy risk management efforts on a path of 
continuous improvement.  The GWP ERMC will provide direction and oversight 
to GWP concerning power supply planning, transacting, hedging, reporting, and 
related internal controls; and the development and implementation of policies and 
procedures consistent with this Policy. 

The GWP ERMC establishes a forum for discussion of GWP’s significant energy 
risks and must develop guidelines required to implement an appropriate energy 
risk management control infrastructure; this includes implementation and 
monitoring of compliance with GWP’s energy risk management-related policies, 
as defined in Section 5.  The GWP ERMC executes its energy risk management 
responsibilities through direct oversight and prudent delegation of its 
responsibilities to the independent energy risk management function, as well as 
to other GWP and City of Glendale (CoG) personnel.

3.4.1 GWP Energy Risk Management Committee Structure
Voting Membership:
The GWP ERMC shall be comprised of six voting members and seven 
non-voting members.

The six voting members are:
1. City Manager;
2. GWP General Manager (Chair);
3. GWP Assistant General Manager (Supply), or as designated by the 

GWP General Manager;
4. GWP Assistant General Manager (Business Services) or as designated 

by the GWP General Manager; 
5. GWP Energy Risk Manager; and 
6. CoG Director of Finance.

Non-voting participants shall include, but not limited to:
1. GWP Integrated Resources Planning Administrator;
2. GWP Trading Manager;
3. GWP Utility Business System Support Administrator;
4. GWP Utility Manager;
5. CoG Attorney;
6. Power Planning Manager; and
7. CoG Internal Audit Manager. 
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3.4.2 Meeting Timing, Frequency, and Voting Procedures
The GWP ERMC shall meet no less than once per calendar quarter.  
Member attendance shall be recorded in the GWP ERMC meeting minutes.  
Any voting member of the GWP ERMC can request an emergency meeting 
of the GWP ERMC to address circumstances or issues that may require 
immediate attention.  In the event any member or participant is unable to 
attend a GWP ERMC meeting, that member or participant may designate 
an alternate to attend and vote in his or her absence.  

The six voting members shall each have a single vote on matters that 
come before the GWP ERMC and a voting member, or designee, must 
participate in the GWP ERMC meeting in order to vote and approve a 
proposed action.  If any three of the voting members, or their designees, 
are not present at a GWP ERMC meeting, a vote on a proposed action 
cannot take place.  The GWP ERMC will make decisions and take actions 
by a simple majority vote.  If the GWP ERMC reaches an impasse that 
cannot be addressed through a vote or if a tie vote occurs, the GWP 
General Manager will make a final decision.

3.4.3 Member Vacancies
In cases where a committee member vacates the GWP ERMC, the GWP 
General Manager will resolve the GWP ERMC vacancy by making a 
discretionary interim appointment.

The GWP General Manager will designate a Secretary to the GWP ERMC 
to document all meetings and actions taken by the GWP ERMC in meeting 
minutes that will be distributed to GWP ERMC members for their review 
and approval.  The Secretary need not be a member of the GWP ERMC.  
Approved meeting minutes will be distributed by the Secretary to the GWP 
ERMC members.

3.4.4 GWP Energy Risk Management Committee Responsibilities
The GWP ERMC is responsible for:

 Aligning energy risk management with City Council approved budgets, 
rates, policies and transaction authorities;

 Setting a clear strategy and goals for hedging market price risk via the 
Hedge Policy; reviewing and approving risk management strategies and 
hedging plans to be implemented by GWP; 

 Establishing the scope of energy portfolio and risk management 
activities, the purpose for engaging in transactions, and the appropriate 
risk tolerances consistent with strategic direction;

 Establishing the strategic direction and risk threshold for retail load 
energy needs and wholesale transactions; reviewing and approving 
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proposed energy risk management strategies for strategic fit, evaluate 
risk exposure consistent with energy risk tolerances, and reporting and 
control requirements.  The GWP ERMC shall ensure that approved 
strategies are consistent with GWP’s approved strategic business plan, 
energy risk management objectives, approved energy risk tolerance 
guidelines, and compliance with energy risk policies; 

 Reviewing reports by the independent energy risk management function 
concerning policy and procedural compliance and taking appropriate 
action to mitigate losses or increased risks, if any, as necessary;

 Providing oversight and direction for specific projects including new 
markets, RFP development and review of RFP responses for physical 
and financial energy, fuel, related transportation transactions, and tools 
and systems needed to manage the risks of participation in energy 
markets;

 Discussing elements of energy risk management best practices and 
developing an GWP ERMC opinion of their specific practicality;

 Overseeing the implementation and review of related Standard 
Operating Procedures and changes to them;

 Conducting other activities relevant to the implementation and oversight 
of this Policy and related policies, as defined in Section 5, and 
procedures; 

 Recommending to the GWP General Manager the proper organizational 
structure, separation or consolidation of functional risk management 
activities;

 At least, annually, review GWP’s energy risk management program and 
Risk Registry due to changes in business practices, improved 
procedures, GWP’s philosophy and strategy, or market changes; and 
ensuring continued compliance with its established guidelines;

 Reviewing this Policy and related policies as defined in Section 5, on an 
annual basis and recommending changes to this Policy to the City 
Manager for submittal to the City Council for approval; and

 Approving and periodically reviewing the related policies defined in 
Section 5.
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3.5 GWP ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER (SUPPLY)

The GWP Assistant General Manager or designee, as relates to Power 
Management Services, oversees the “front office,” reports directly to the GWP 
General Manager, and responsible for GWP’s overall energy supply.  The GWP 
Assistant General Manager (Supply) shall:

 Develop and maintain retail load forecasts and retail fuel and purchase 
power budgets;

 Assure compliance with this Policy and related policies, as defined in 
Section 5, by the Energy Trading Manager and Marketers, Analysts and 
Schedulers, Real-time Traders or Authorized Agents, and the GWP Power 
Contacts Manager involved in energy risk management activities;

 Establish a review and approval process to provide timely responses to 
issues arising from day-to-day operations;

 Oversee the development of hedge strategies to manage GWP’s energy 
exposure;

 Recommend hedge strategies to the GWP ERMC that address GWP’s 
plans to manage its energy exposure;

 Oversee the development of procedures for Energy Marketers, Schedulers, 
and Real-time Traders as needed;

 Support and assist in the preparation of reports listed in Section 6.1, 
Reporting Requirements; and

 Serve on the GWP ERMC.

3.6 GWP ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER (BUSINESS SERVICES)

The GWP Assistant General Manager or designee, as relates to Business 
Services, oversees the “back office,” reports directly to the GWP General 
Manager, and responsible for GWP’s marketing development and operations 
activities.  The GWP Assistant General Manager (Business Services) shall:

 Oversee the responsibilities of the GWP Utility Manager (Financial) and 
GWP Business Systems Support Manager;

 Provide management oversight for the direction and coordination of 
customer service activities with other sections of the utility;

 Direct marketing and public information activities of the utility.  Oversee the 
development, implementation, promotion, evaluation, and modification of 
GWP customer relations, marketing, demand-side management, utility 
conservation, renewable energy, and revenue enhancing programs across 
all customer segments;

 Direct the activities of support service functions for the utility; 
 Prepare written reports and correspondence, and recommend procedural 

changes to improve efficient operation of the section;
 Prepare and monitor GWP budget and overall financial health of the utility;
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 Lead the utility wide change management effort with respect to smart grid 
and related innovation.  Responsible for the development and 
implementation of strategic and technology work plans;

 Direct personnel and activities in the development of distributed resources, 
dynamic rates, including time of use, critical peak, and real time pricing, 
demand response, smart appliance, consumer device, advanced storage, 
peak-shaving, new web based services, and other smart grid program 
options for empowering consumers;

 Assure compliance with the Energy Risk Management Policy and related 
policies, as defined in Section 5; and

 Serve on the GWP ERMC.

3.7 GWP INTEGRATED RESOURCES PLANNING ADMINISTRATOR

The GWP Integrated Resources Planning Administrator reports directly to the 
authority under section 3.5 and plans, directs, supervises, and reviews the 
development, identification, and administration of power resources; plans, 
directs, supervises and reviews the development, negotiation, monitoring, 
administration, and settlement of transactions related to power resource 
contracts; and plans, directs and supervises participation in regulatory, legal and 
project administration efforts.  The GWP Integrated Resources Planning 
Administrator shall:

 Direct activities related to the preparation of forecasts of energy 
requirements and peak demands;

 Direct the development of analytical studies related to power supply 
economics, generation, forecasting, regulatory and legislative impacts;

 Direct the City's power supply projects including generation, transmission 
and marginal costing studies;

 Direct the preparation of utility data to assist in negotiating power 
marketing agreements and power purchases;

 Direct contract negotiations to fill power supply requirements and to 
resolve power supply issues;

 Direct the preparation of reports for regulatory agencies;
 Direct the development and maintenance of forward wholesale market 

information systems;
 Direct the development and implementation of forward strategies;
 Negotiate and administer joint power resource development projects, 

regional transmission and power generating projects;
 Analyze proposed litigation settlements and negotiate the settlement of 

disputes;
 Coordinate the legal review of proposed contractual arrangements;
 Evaluate and report performance and compliance of existing power 

contracts;
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 Responsible for the development of the annual budget and long-term 
power cost forecasts;

 Assist in the development of overall policies, plans, and objectives; and
 Prepare comprehensive written and oral reports and presentation 

recommendations; and
 Participate on the GWP ERMC.

3.8 GWP ENERGY TRADING MANAGER 

The GWP Energy Trading Manager reports directly to the authority under section 
3.5 and exercises technical, administrative, and management responsibility over 
staff performing energy trading.  The GWP Energy Trading Manager shall: 

 Represent the “front office” in GWP’s energy risk management 
organization; The “front office” is responsible for energy trading, operations, 
portfolio optimization, load forecasting, transaction and scheduling, 
generating resource optimization, and hedging;

 Assure daily compliance with the Energy Risk Management Policy and 
related policies, as defined in Section 5, and timely responses to issues 
arising from day-to-day operations;

 Execute and manage energy transactions (purchases, sales, and hedges) 
in accordance with approved hedge strategies and within the requirements 
specified in the Trading Authority Delegation;

 Understand the types of transactions individuals may engage in to manage 
the energy portfolio;

 Adhere to the transaction approval process;
 Actively acquire and analyze market intelligence and assist in developing 

hedge strategies;
 Prepare transaction analyses and reports;
 Communicate market intelligence within GWP’s risk management 

organization; and
 Participate on the GWP ERMC.
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3.9 GWP POWER PLANNING MANAGER

The GWP Power Planning Manager reports directly to the authority under section 
3.5 and supervises the analysis, forecasting and planning activities for the 
electric utility's integrated resources established by GWP management.  The 
GWP Power Planning Manager represents the “front office” in GWP’s energy risk 
management organization.  The GWP Power Planning Manager shall:

 Evaluate resource needs to meet forecasted loads and load patterns and 
performs technical and economic analysis of resource options;

 Perform modeling, analysis, and forecasting of load patterns and resource 
utilization;

 Interpret and evaluate economic analyses, planning data, and study 
results;

 Assist in evaluating opportunities for power supply acquisition and power 
project participation;

 Assist in negotiating contracts to fill power supply requirements and to 
resolve power supply issues;

 Evaluate market data and opportunities for power supply acquisition and 
power project participation;

 Prepare and supervise preparation of technical and administrative reports 
and recommendations including the annual long-range power supply plan 
(integrated resource plan) and reports to regulatory bodies;

 Develop and recommend policies and procedures to ensure that power 
planning/marketing activities comply with NERC/WECC requirements and 
contractual provisions;

 Develop and recommend procedures to effectively carry out optimization 
of the City's resource, transmission, and load portfolio;

 Assist with development of the annual budget;
 Prepare and supervise preparation of reports and graphic displays for use 

in presentation of study results and recommendations; and
 Participate on the GWP ERMC.
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3.10 GWP ENERGY RISK MANAGER

GWP’s Independent Risk Management Function is led by the GWP Energy Risk 
Manager.  The GWP Energy Risk Manager represents the “middle office” in 
GWP’s energy risk management organization.  The responsibilities of the GWP 
Energy Risk Manager include ensuring reports covering GWP’s energy portfolio 
position and credit exposures are prepared and reporting compliance with energy 
risk management policies and procedures.  The GWP Energy Risk Manager also 
leads the development and review of business processes and internal control 
improvements throughout the energy transaction lifecycle.  The GWP Energy 
Risk Manager will provide risk assessment input to the hedge planning and 
transacting activity, but will maintain a strict separation of duties.  The GWP 
Energy Risk Manager will brief the GWP General Manager, as requested, 
regarding recent GWP energy risk management activities.

The GWP Energy Risk Manager will serve as facilitator of the GWP ERMC and 
reports directly to the GWP General Manager.  In addition, the GWP Energy Risk 
Manager shall:

 Perform responsibilities delegated by the GWP ERMC;
 Serve, organize and conduct the GWP ERMC meetings;
 Engage the EMRC in discussions regarding emerging risks, events and 

developments that could expose GWP to potential losses;
 Develop, recommend, and administer risk management processes and 

procedures, including best practice procedures;
 Provide and administer energy risk management education/training to 

GWP management and staff;
 Review energy risk management activities and risk controls, and 

recommend modifications of controls to meet changing business needs;
 Review adequacy and accuracy of reports, and report any deficiencies to 

the GWP ERMC.  Recommend actions to address deficiencies;
 Assess energy risks to GWP in aggregate, by business unit, and by 

material business activity;
 Ensure compliance, review, and recommend changes to the Energy Risk 

Management Policy and related policies, as defined in Section 5, and 
energy risk management procedures, as appropriate;

 Monitor compliance of transactions with GWP’s Trading Authority Policy 
and Trading Authority Delegation and monitor GWP’s portfolio for 
compliance with GWP’s Hedge Policy;

 Report to the GWP ERMC and GWP General Manager on GWP’s 
compliance with its energy risk policies and energy risk management in 
accordance with policies;

 Manage credit exposure in compliance with the GWP Credit Policy;
 Report mark-to-market forward energy transactions for credit exposure 

purposes;
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 Review and evaluate proposed longer-term transactions to be executed by 
GWP and ensure adequate analysis has been performed with proper 
assessment and mitigation of any such risk consistent with energy risk 
management objectives, risk tolerance guidelines, and energy risk 
management policies, including the financial, legal, credit, regulatory, 
reliability, and operational impacts;

 Ensure the responsibilities of the GWP ERMC, as outlined in the Policy, 
are fulfilled;

 Provide advice regarding the effectiveness of tools used or evaluated to 
assist in energy risk management for measuring, monitoring, and reporting 
performance;

 Validate the tools and data used throughout GWP to measure, monitor, 
and report risk;

 Support periodic internal audits of GWP risk control policies, processes and 
procedures with CoG Internal Audit to ensure overall operational 
compliance;

 Conduct periodic review and update of the GWP Risk Registry, including 
status of mitigation plans and risk prioritization, and ensure effective 
strategies are in place to mitigate the top energy risks;

 Review and advise the GWP ERMC and the GWP General Manager of risk 
exposures in the GWP Risk Registry;

 Ensure Standard Operating Procedures and Allegro Business Process 
Documents for each of the functional areas that fall under the Policy 
umbrella are maintained and updated, as necessary;

 Be responsible for the oversight and effectiveness of GWP’s energy risk 
management policies, procedures, and trading control environment;

 Review and recommend, to the GWP ERMC, changes to functional 
activities, as appropriate, to ensure proper segregation of duties;

 Provide a timely summary of GWP ERMC accomplishments for the past 
year and goals for the upcoming year to the GWP ERMC and GWP 
General Manager;

 Lead and assist in the preparation of reports listed in Section 6.1, 
Reporting Requirements;

 Participate, as required, on committees and working groups such as risk 
management, legislative, regulatory, and cybersecurity; and

 Report regularly to the GWP ERMC, the following information, at a 
minimum, but not limited to:

o Portfolio modeling risk measures (1-60 months);
o Power cost projections and confidence intervals;
o Production output and operational concerns;
o Credit and contract risk exposures;
o Hedging strategies; 
o Energy policy and procedural violations;
o Regulatory and reliability compliance;
o Business continuity;
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o Physical and cyber security in coordination with the City’s 
Information Systems Department; 

o Updates to the GWP Risk Registry; and
o Other Key Performance Indicators that support effective energy risk 

management

3.11 GWP POWER CONTRACTS MANAGER

The GWP Power Contracts Manager reports directly to the authority under 
section 3.5 and recommends, negotiates, and prepares the City's power resource 
contracts and agreements in accordance with the direction and goals established 
by GWP management.  The GWP Power Contracts Manager represents the 
“middle office” in GWP’s energy risk management organization.  The GWP 
Power Contracts Manager shall:

 Actively participate in regulatory, legal, and project administration efforts.
 Identify and assist in the negotiation and evaluation of contracts, including 

resource purchases and sales, transmission, natural gas, transportation, 
renewables and emissions, settlement, interconnection, interchange, 
development, participation, operation, and agreements;

 Monitor and support the GWP’s participation in utility industry’s federal, 
state, and local regulatory authority activities;

 Review, evaluate, revise, and author contracts, regulatory filings, and legal 
filings related to the GWP's energy resource operations;

 Review and ensure the GWP is in compliance with contractual terms and 
is receiving similar compliance from contracting parties in accordance with 
prepared task lists, schedules and loss calculations, procedures, and 
guidelines for administering and evaluating all energy resource related 
agreements;

 Evaluate existing and proposed contractual arrangements and 
recommend desirable modifications for the purpose of optimizing the 
GWP's benefits;

 Analyze and recommend resource-operating strategies and assist in the 
creation of contractual guidelines for related resource functions; and

 Support strategies related to legal disputes.
 Assign appropriate funding based on contract terms and budget; and
 Notify GWP Management if it is anticipated that there will be inadequate 

funds available in the budget to transact;
 Adhere to confirmation process by confirming trades executed under 

enabling agreements;
 Manage the counterparty approval, credit, and collateral management 

processes;
 Develop and manage Power Management’s budget for bulk power, gas, 

transmission, transportation, environmental commodities, and related 
contractual services; 
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 Oversee trade capture and validation activities including actualization of 
trades, etags, generation resource data, and review accuracy, 
completeness, and timeliness of data in the trading system;

 Monitor and manage Renewable Energy Credits as it relates to creation, 
transfer, and retirement for RPS Compliance;

 Carbon Allowance allocations, offsets, and mandatory greenhouse gas 
emissions reporting and verification; 

 Assure compliance with the Energy Risk Management Policy and related 
policies, as defined in Section 5; 

 Serve as “Energy Risk Manager” back-up; and
 Participate on the GWP ERMC.

3.12 GWP UTILITY MANAGER

The GWP Utility Manager reports directly to the authority under section 3.6 and 
manages the “back office” in GWP’s energy risk management organization. The 
Back Office, as part as the GWP Finance, provides settlement services; 
documents the required accounting treatment of forward transactions; and 
provides the related valuation of these transactions to enable the preparation of 
invoices and reporting of forward transactions in GWP’s financial statements in 
accordance with prevailing accounting rules.   The GWP Utility Manager shall:

 Oversee and monitor the back office for transactional analysis and 
accuracy;

 Develop and apply accounting policies to financial transactions;
 Oversee the settlement of transactions (verification, accounts 

payable/receivable process);
 Correctly classify and report transactions.  (Certain transactions may differ 

in their reporting requirements, depending on whether they qualify as 
“existing assets, liabilities, and firm commitments” or “anticipated 
transactions” for hedge accounting.  CoG Finance shall determine how 
transactions are classified for reporting purposes and ensure that hedges 
are accounted for in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles.); 

 Be responsible for Dodd-Frank compliance; 
 Provide appropriate funding.  (CoG Finance shall maintain control 

procedures over electronic funds transfer for payments and collections.  
This is intended to ensure that cash payments are properly disbursed and 
authorized trades are independently confirmed and processed.); and
Notify GWP Management and the Power Contracts Manager if GWP 
Finance anticipates there will be inadequate funds available in the budget 
to transact.

 Supports CoG Finance in preparing the Comprehensive Annual Financial 
Report that complies with the accounting requirements promulgated by the 
Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB);
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 Participate, as required, on finance committees and working groups;
 Assure compliance with the Energy Risk Management Policy and related 

policies, as defined in Section 5; and
 Participate on the GWP ERMC.

Under no circumstances will members of the GWP Finance be given the 
authority to enter into any energy transactions on behalf of the utility.

3.13 GWP UTILITY BUSINESS SYSTEM SUPPORT ADMINISTRATOR 

The GWP Business Systems Support Manager reports directly to the authority 
under section 3.6 and has the responsibility of managing, directing, and 
coordinating the planning and implementation of major utility technology projects.  
GWP’s Business Systems Support Manager shall:

 Manage, support, and maintain the Energy Trading and Risk Management 
(ETRM) applications, databases, backups, and redundancies;

 Conduct quarterly audits of ETRM users access and provide reporting to 
management as needed;

 Maintain OATI security and certificate management;
 Administer all aspects of IT security with firewall monitoring;
 Develops and maintains GWP cybersecurity training, procedures, and 

policies; 
 Participate, as required, on cybersecurity committees and working groups.
 Coordinate information technology activities with City’s Information 

Services; 
 Assure compliance with the Energy Risk Management Policy and related 

policies, as defined in Section 5; and 
 Participate on the GWP ERMC

3.14 CITY OF GLENDALE FINANCE

The Finance Department provides timely, accurate, clear and concise information 
to the City Council, City Manager, GWP General Manager, GWP ERMC, and 
various City Departments and is dedicated to managing the City’s resources in a 
fiscally conservative manner.  City of Glendale’s Director of Finance shall:

 Provide support and assistance on GWP financial and budgetary issues;
 Provide long range financial planning functions including revenue and 

operational expense projections;
 Provide recommendations on operations effectiveness measures, and 

revenue strategies;
 Review existing and proposed ordinances, statues, resolutions, and other 

documents;
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 Direct the City’s energy risk management functions including litigation, 
insurance, and external auditors;

 Confer on financial policies and procedures;
 Assure compliance with this Policy and related policies, as defined in 

Section 5; and 
 Serve on the GWP ERMC.

3.15 CITY OF GLENDALE LEGAL

The City Attorney's Office is committed to providing professional, quality legal 
services that ultimately protect the interests of the City of Glendale, its 
departments, and the City Council.  City of Glendale’s City Attorney shall:

 Review the Policy and the related policies, as defined in Section 5, and 
recommend updates as appropriate in compliance with the City Charter 
and applicable law;

 Negotiate master/enabling agreements with counter-parties as directed by 
the authority under section 3.5 and GWP Power Contracts Manager;

 Assess legal enforceability of contracts with applicable laws and 
regulations; 

 Assure compliance with the Energy Risk Management Policy and related 
policies, as defined in Section 5; and 

 Participate on the GWP ERMC.

3.16 CITY OF GLENDALE AUDIT

The City of Glendale Internal Audit assists the City in improving operations by 
providing independent audits and consulting services designed to add value and 
promote transparency, accountability, efficiency and effectiveness.  The City of 
Glendale’s Internal Audit Manager shall:

 Verify proper segregation of external and internal reporting, energy risk 
management, accounting, treasury, and trading duties and maintenance of 
files;

 Sample and review activities for compliance with related policies and 
procedures;

 Document and report audit findings to GWP ERMC, including compliance 
with and discrepancies from this Policy and the related policies, as defined 
in Section 5, as well as any other irregularity which could expose GWP to 
financial or operational risk; and

 Participate on the GWP ERMC.
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3.17 CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND COMPLIANCE

Potential conflict of interest by persons directly affected by this Policy is covered 
by State law and City of Glendale’s citywide Conflict of Interest Charter Code.

All City of Glendale employees who hold positions mentioned in this Policy or 
perform functions described herein shall not enter into, or direct others to enter 
into, any energy transactions or other related transactions other than on behalf of 
GWP, the City of Glendale, or its authorized agents.

4. SCOPE OF BUSINESS ACTIVITIES GOVERNED BY THIS 
POLICY

The scope of this Policy is designed to address the management of the energy 
risks associated with GWP, as documented in GWP’s Risk Registry.   The GWP 
Risk Registry is a comprehensive list of risks that affect GWP’s short-term 
business operations and long-term strategic planning and is maintained by the 
GWP Energy Risk Manager.  The GWP Risk Registry is comprised of Tier1, Tier 
2, and Tier 3 risks distinguished by business category and prioritized by impact 
and likelihood.  GWP and CoG personnel have been identified as the owners of 
each risk and are responsible for developing strategies to mitigate each risk.  The 
number of risks may vary dictated by business and market changes.  The GWP 
Risk Registry reporting requirement is outlined in Section 6.1.    

5. RELATED POLICIES AND REGISTRY

Supporting related policies and registry are identified below.  Responsibility for 
their approval, modification, oversight, and compliance shall be consistent with 
the organization and governance of this Policy (Section 3). * Denoted CoG City 
Council responsibility for final approval.

 GWP Trading Authority Policy*
 GWP Trading Sanctions Policy
 GWP Credit Policy
 GWP Hedge Policy
 GWP Business Continuity Policy
 GWP Cyber Security Policy
 GWP Risk Registry
 GWP Electric Cash Reserves Policy*
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6. REPORTING

Reports required by this Policy communicate the operational, market, and credit 
risks assumed by GWP, and provide information to evaluate the portfolio 
performance and the effectiveness of the energy risk management program.  The 
reports should be used as a basis for management discussions to determine 
future energy transactions and strategy.

6.1 REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

Management reporting will act as a formal means of communicating the 
performance of energy transactions and management decisions.  On an ongoing 
basis, management and staff must also establish sufficient communications 
among parties with responsibilities relative to this Policy.

The following table identifies the reports that must be generated, their normal 
frequency, report access or distribution, and the originator of the report:

Table 6.1 – Reporting Requirements

Report Report Access
Normal 

Frequency Originator
Load/Resource 
Balance

GWP ERMC Members and 
Participants

All Transaction Implementation 
Staff

Monthly GWP Energy Risk 
Manager

Trade Data Report GWP ERMC Members and 
Participants

All Transaction Implementation 
Staff

Monthly
(Updated 
Daily)

GWP Energy Risk 
Management Section

Mark-to-Market 
Report

GWP ERMC Members and 
Participants

All Transaction Implementation 
Staff

Monthly 
(Updated 
Daily)

 GWP Energy Risk 
Management Section

Counterparty Credit 
Exposure Report

GWP ERMC Members and 
Participants
All Transaction 
Implementation Staff

Monthly 
(Updated 
Daily)

GWP Energy Risk 
Management Section
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Risk Registry and 
Risk Mitigation 
Activities (1)

GWP ERMC Members and 
Participants

All Transaction Implementation 
Staff

T1- Monthly
T2- Quarterly
T3 - Annually

GWP Energy Risk 
Manager

Portfolio Modeling 
Report

GWP ERMC Members and 
Participants

All Transaction Implementation 
Staff

Monthly GWP Energy Risk 
Management Section

(1) As required in Section 3.3, GWP General Manager Responsibilities, the GWP 
General Manager shall report to the City Manager, annually, on the risk profile 
of the energy portfolio and on the results of energy risk management 
activities.

7. POLICY REVIEW

Following approval of this Policy, the GWP ERMC shall periodically, no less than 
annually, review the Policy and the related policies, as defined in Section 5, and 
recommend updates as appropriate in coordination with the GWP General 
Manger.  Examples of events prompting updates to this Policy and related 
policies and reviews are changes in regulatory requirements, significant changes 
in the resource portfolio, significant changes in variable energy prices of 
alternative resources, changes in regulations, and reliability concerns.

8. PROCEDURES

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) and Desk Procedures shall be developed 
for each functional area to provide specific operating criteria and parameters for 
day-to-day energy risk management activities as needed.  The operating criteria 
and parameters shall be updated as frequently as appropriate to reflect changes 
in market conditions and staffing levels.  All procedures shall be reviewed 
approved by management and monitored and reviewed by the GWP ERMC.


